You are logged on the site of RESTORE FRANCE.
The site is intended to inform users about the company, its activities, its products, its services, and to
offer services online. The site does not purchase online.
Society RESTORE FRANCE holds all copyright on the content of the site. Its trade marks, logos, domain
names, downloadable documents, photographic representations and all related distinctive signs, are
considered as works of the spirit on which the company RESTORE FRANCE holds all rights of
intellectual and commercial property.
In accordance with the provisions of the Code of intellectual property and the treaties and agreements
international, any reproduction, disclosure, distribution, representation, translation, broadcast,
modified, transcript, partial or total, either some support and some or the process used is strictly
prohibited unless express authorization of the head of the publication. Documents may not be the
object of copies for information, the copy is reserved for private use only.
Any contravention of the provisions of this section is constitutive of the crime of infringement and
committed to such civil and criminal author's liability (article L335-2 and following of the intellectual
property Code).
RESTORE FRANCE strives to ensure to the best of its opportunities, the accuracy and the updating of
the information disseminated on this site, which it reserves the right to correct, at any time and
without notice, content.
However, RESTORE FRANCE cannot guarantee the accuracy, precision or completeness of the
information made available on this site, including all of the hyperlinks or any other computer link used
from the site directly or indirectly. The inclusion of such links on the site did not mean any approval of
their content by RESTORE FRANCE. Finally the photographic or textual elements have, unless
otherwise indicated, no contract value.
Also, it notifies the visitor that it is verifying the information by other means, including by contacting
the company.
As a result, RESTORE FRANCE accepts no liability: for any imprecision, inaccuracy or omission relating
to information available on the site; for all damage resulting from an intrusion fraudulent third party
resulting in a modification of the information made available on the site, and more generally for all
damages, direct or indirect, that they they are the causes, origins, nature or consequences, caused for
the access of anyone to the site or the impossibility of accessas well as the use of the site and/or the
credit granted to any information from directly or indirectly from the latter.
It is specified that the products featured on this site can be purchased online. Photos and descriptions
of the products featured on this site have no contractual value and not refer elsewhere only a selection
of our products.
Prices listed for information purposes, are inclusive of all taxes. RESTORE FRANCE would be held by a
price indicated on the site. As such we invite you to contact directly with RESTORE FRANCE in order to
ensure not only the common price but also of the availability of the product.
No personal data is collected without your knowledge. The personal data requested on the site are
intended exclusively to RESTORE FRANCE and in no case will be transmitted to third parties.
Article 34 of law "Informatique et Libertés" law n ° 78 - 17 of 6 January 1978, amended by the Act of 6
August 2004, relating to computers, files and freedoms you have the right access modification,
rectification and deletion of the data concerning you.

